Neocortex Artificial Intelligence Provides Flexibility for DePeuter Packaging
Solutions’ Robotic Systems
Today Universal Robotics Inc. and DePeuter Packaging Solutions announced new flexible
robotic packaging systems that combines Universal’s Neocortex artificial intelligence platform
with DPPS’ process control expertise using Yaskawa Motoman robots. They have robotic
packaging solutions on display at Booth S-6177 at PACK EXPO in Las Vegas, September 2830.
Nashville, TN and Houston, TX (PRWEB) September 24, 2015 -- DPPS has 15 years of expertise in providing
process control automation. They are experts in SCADA, PLC real-time systems, and retrofitting these
technologies into existing systems. This led to the introduction of their INFINITE software platform for realtime control, data logging and archiving. They are known for their superb customer service and support
worldwide.
Universal introduced Neocortex for unlimited depalletizing, in 2010. Since then, the company has expanded
Neocortex to include random bin picking applications. The platform, now on version 4.2, is the most advanced
real-time artificial intelligence software for material handling applications in the world.
Artificial Intelligence is required for to allow vision systems to handled large SKU counts with high variability.
Universal Robotics VP, Hob Wubbena, points out: “When 3D vision doesn’t recognize a carton, box, incoming
part, or raw goods, Neocortex determines the object and sends results to the robot to pick it.
Robotic packaging systems on the market today make a tradeoff between flexibility and speed. This is not the
case with DPPS’s packaging systems. Neocortex determines cartons by their attributes. As a result, whether the
system is moving two types of cartons or two thousand different SKUs, it is equally fast.
DPPS leveraged their INFINITE software platform and process control expertise to provide detailed control of
the robot with real-time data collection on the process and SKUs going through the system to provide data into
logistics software systems. This allows customers details not previously available. Edgar DePeuter, CEO,
describes it: “Our team is able to incorporate our knowledge of process control automation with end-of-line
robotic packaging systems to result in major breakthroughs in material handling. Our customary around-theclock support and service anywhere in the world differentiates our value to logistics customers.”
About Universal Robotics
Universal Robotics is a software engineering company that creates state-of-the-art artificial intelligence with
multi-dimensional sensing and motion control to expand the reach of automation for a host of applications,
making machines more flexible and providing learning from big data. For more information please visit our
website at www.universalrobotics.com or call 615.366.7281
About DePeuter Packaging Solutions
DePeuter Packaging Solutions is a provider of end of line packaging equipment, including palletizers,
depalletizers, case packaging machines and conveyor systems. DPPS specializes in full system integration,
SCADA systems, and process controls and automation services. Our after sales support is second to none and
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available 24/7, 365 days a year. For more information please visit our website at http://www.depeuter.com or
call 281.509.9452.
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Contact Information
Hob Wubbena
Universal Robotics
http://www.universalrobotics.com
+1 (970) 223-2844
Edgar DePeuter
DePeuter Packaging Solutions LLC
http://www.depeuter.com
(281) 509-9452
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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